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Coaching players to help improve their standard can involve many aspects. Over the next few editions 

I’ll go through what skills I believe are required. In this edition I’ll cover some of my general thoughts.  
 

I firmly believe the higher standard player’s become the best coach’s. This is evidenced by most top 

countries on the world scene where the National Coach has either been a former National player or one 

of the elite players. This is also evidenced in Australia where majority of the best younger players have 

been coached & developed by current or former National/Elite players. In China, a prerequisite to be a 

National or even provincial (State) coach is to have been a National or professional provincial player. 

Generally once a player reaches a higher level they have a better understanding of what is considered a 

good technique & feeling for all shots. Also, they have learned what shots become more important as 

their standard improves through the years – some skills that are considered very important at lower 

levels (first 6-7 years) become less important at the higher level (Senior State & National Team level).   
 

Individual v’s Group sessions  
This has been a topic for interesting discussion over the years, especially in lower standard countries 

like Australia where players do not play many hours per week. In the developing years (first 6-7 years) 

I believe Individual sessions are critical. Due to the lack of hours (up to 10) played by most Australian 

youngsters each week, having weekly Individual sessions allows techniques/shots to develop faster 

compared to players who only attend Group sessions (one coach for 6-20 players). In countries where 

the sport is taken more seriously, the young players would train 15-25+ hours per week in group 

sessions. It’s this situation where Individual sessions become less important as the volume of training 

allows the development of techniques/shots to occur faster than someone who would have a weekly 

program which includes, 1-2 hours Individual, 2-4 hours training in group sessions and one pennant – 

this would be a typical weekly program of majority of players I coach. 
 

In the article from 2010 March & April edition I made mention that a weekly program for a player 

should involve min. 10% of time for Individual sessions and min. 50% of Group/own training. For 

lower level Australian players to improve over a 3-4 year period, I estimate 1 hour of Individual would 

equate to approx. 3-4 hours of Group, hence the usual price difference with the two options. Once a 

player reaches a higher level then a 1 hour Individual would equate to 1-2 hours of Group/own 

training. The main reasons why Individual sessions are more beneficial include,  

- 100% focus of coach is on one player  

- Coach can hit the ball in the right place & weight for beginners to learn shots in the best way  

- Quality of ball hit by the coach, for improving players, is usually higher than in Group sessions     

Another way to make Group sessions higher quality is creating smaller groups of 3-5 players of similar 

standards. This allows the coach to spend more time on the table with all players compared to a larger 

group but can be difficult to find a group of players of similar level who are available at the same time. 
 

From my experience, developing players (first 6-7 years of playing) who are more serious about 

improving have a weekly program which includes Individual & Group sessions plus Pennant/Fixtures. 

Individual sessions focus on, technique for all shots then gradually linking them together combined 

with some training while the group sessions act as the glue and allow shots and movements to stick 

together through carefully constructed exercises by the coach then using those shots in some games.  
 

Summary 
For most Australian juniors, having a good Individual coach will allow a player to reach a higher level 

compared to a player who does not have a coach or has a lower standard coach but there are exceptions 

when a player is quite talented and can overcome not having a coach through the developing years.   


